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LEVERAGE THE CLOUD

The cloud refers to computers that 
can be accessed via the internet. 
Software-as-a-Service (Saas) 
applications like Fulcrum run in the 
cloud so users can access them 
through a browser or mobile 
device. ZoomTM and SaleforceTM 
are other examples of SaaS 
applications.

The cloud improves data sharing 
and availability. It shields users 
from buying new computers, 
adding disk storage, and 
upgrading operating systems and 
software. 

Fulcrum leverages the Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) cloud for easy 
and continuous deployment - 
without synchronization cable, 
installing desktop software, or 
asking IT for help. AWS-based 
cloud storage alleviates concerns 
about security and availability, and 
Fulcrum’s SaaS approach 
eliminates software upgrades and 
maintenance.

The cloud helps you synchronize 
all of you Fulcrum checklists, apps, 
reports, workflow, and data 
automatically.

Modernizing mobile inspections
Fulcrum’s field inspection management platform allows 
non-developers to build inspection apps and procedures in minutes, 
resulting in safer, higher-quality, and more compliant outcomes.

Leave pen, paper – and code – behind
Whether you're using a clipboard, a fillable PDF, or a 
spreadsheet, your technology could use an upgrade.  Fulcrum 
makes your field inspection procedures more productive, 
consistent, and less error-prone. 

Fulcrum empowers field teams performing safety, quality, and 
asset inspections by:

Digitize inspections, procedures, and data collection

Replace paper. Replace paper, spreadsheets, and fillable PDF 
with Fulcrum iOS, Android, and tablet inspection apps.

Collect rich data. Collect, store, and correlate more types of 
inspection data than ever before, including pictures, video, 
audio, and more.

The Fulcrum platform
Fulcrum’s rich feature set incorporates all aspects of mobile 
inspections, workflow automation, data sharing, and reporting for 
dramatic improvement of inspection processes.

Digitizing the inspection process

Providing intelligent automation and location data for 
inspection teams

Ensuring process rigor and data compliance

Seamlessly connecting the field and back office
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Standardize and simplify. Create apps that simplify your field 
inspection experience by hiding fields when they aren’t needed.

Eliminate errors, even offline. Capture data digitally and eliminate 
transcription errors with the industry’s best offline collection and 
data synchronization.

Deploy new inspection apps and processes – without code

Create without code. Build, update, and deploy apps in minutes, 
with no special IT expertise required.

Keep it current with the cloud. Leverage the cloud for easy, 
continuous deployment without paper or desktop sync issues, 
pushing new apps to mobile devices in seconds.

Get inspection results faster. Reduce processing times from 
weeks to minutes by going directly from inspection to reporting 
with no intermediate steps.

Limit the IT burden. Bypass the in-house tech backlog with DIY 
app creation, and use IT only for security and data integration. 
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Deliver intelligent automation of field workflows

Easily create and optimize workflows. Create data-driven workflows that send alerts and integrate with 
enterprise systems, without writing code.

Keep every process up to date. Deliver new app and workflow versions for continuous process 
improvement in the field to accommodate changing quality, safety, and inspection standards.

Get instant reporting. Improve field performance, routing, and other inspection workflows with richly 
formatted, easily shared data and reports. 

Improve resource allocation. Assess work requirements and match available resources to current work 
orders.

Do more with location data and mobile location intelligence

Leverage location. See exactly where every photo was taken and every inspection record was collected 
with second-to-none location-based data collection capabilities, including custom map layers, offline layers, 
and automatic geotagging.

Know where to go. Utilize “apps with maps” to guide workers in the field.

Refine GIS utility. Improve the quality, consistency, completeness, and timeliness of the data that goes into 
your GIS -- without programming.

Drive business optimization with unique data-driven insights

Upgrade your field ops. Boost routing, field performance, and other workflows without human intervention. 

Gain GIS acumen. Extract location-based insights natively with all records and reports.

Create reports that support. Deliver automatically formatted inspection reports to managers, customers, 
and auditors.

LEARN MORE

To find out more about 
how the Fulcrum field 
inspection management 
platform can help you 
streamline your safety, 
quality, and construction 
inspections, automate 
workflows, and provide 
data-driven insights, visit 
fulcrumapp.com today.
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